New Mexico Roadrunners JOAD Youth & Adult Archery Club 505.463.6051
otwarchery@gmail.com
Dear NMR Archers and Future archers.
Welcome to 2018!
Brand New Year. Brand new month. Brand new archery season. Brand new home for the Roadrunners.
We are very excited about our new home. It has been a long time coming and through many traveled
doors.
Changes are here. I believe for the better. I am still working out a few things but you will see that dues
are simplified. There is still a cost for the club to operate just not as much as it has in the past. With
moving our venue to Hit or Miss Archery Center and me changing a few of the other things I am turning
the ownership of your archery success in some ways back to you the archer.
Let me explain.
In the past I have covered the USA membership, shirts, bags, rental fees, equipment purchases, ranking
pins, target faces, and so much more.
I am now asking that you the archer renew or sign up into the USA Archery membership yourself under
the NM Roadrunners so that you will be covered under insurance, participate etc.
If you need equipment fixed or help with I am here but the shop with now be handling so much of that
for me. Which will be really nice during practice sessions.
If you want travel, shirts, bags, etc. You the archer are going to be part of the fundraising process to.
For the first month or two practices will be open to everyone who registers as a NM Roadrunner. We
will then divide out to Beginner, Beginner Recreational, Intermediate and Elite, & Elite Competitive.
Beginner classes for newbie archers will be brought on board as well as some new coaches that are
going to be trained to assist me.
NMR practice will be on Wednesday evenings from 6-8pm (?) and on Saturdays from 9-11am(?) starting
soon. I will have a definite answer by the beginning of the coming week. Both practices will be at HIT or
Miss Archery Center. As time allows, other opportunities will become available to train at different
places. Those will be announced.
Sessions will be not just flinging arrows.
From time to time clinics will be offered that will go over equipment, and moving to the next level of
shooting. More information will come.
I look forward to being with you on your archery season.
Respectfully,
Coach Jen

